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Culm of Gold 

 

You may serve the mass 

And still be aghast  

Like sunflower, like rose  

Unlike the like, comatose  

From the jamming bose. 

 

In spirals, your guiding light 

Revolves around, coming tight 

Haven sublets a brand 

Of utter and gruesome bland 

In tough, yet bright a stand 

 

My body knows not of Sun 

Of light or of dark, of burn 

Of life or death, or the betweens 

My mind knows but leaves unseen 

The colours from ochre to plastic sheen 

 

Answers rummage for questions  

In the gold of rupturing functions 

For the deals of life done 

Only live in world, a regnum 

Answers, if all you have, come shun. 

 

Questioning questions isn't in answer 

To the answers seeking questions  

Create. Recreate. Annihilate  

The loophole of unending resolve 

Resurrect in the final dissolve. 

 

Last two weeks are long 

And longer was what's gone 

But if on ninth, the twelfth  

Comes hefty with wealth 

Abandon servitude and run stealth.  
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